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If I was an Estate Agent………I would
use Lifesycle to build a multi-million
pound data business from the data in
my old estate agency software.
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1 WHY?
THE PROBLEM
Many estate agents would have been using out-dated
software to record the information from all of the valuations
that they have done in the past. For some of you this data
goes back 5, 10 or in some cases even 15 years plus, and
currently sits on a computer doing absolutely nothing for
your business.
The big problem with this, is that this data actually creates
all of the value from the time, effort, blood, sweat and tears
that you have put into your business since incorporation.
The fact that it sits on a computer doing nothing is almost
criminal and is a huge missed opportunity for significant
extra revenue.
Not only would constant nurturing and tracking of all of this
data provide extra revenue but it would also increase the
value of your business substantially and make it very
difficult for anyone to go into competition with you. You
have actually already done all of the hard work, you are just
missing the simple part that technology has now advanced
enough to solve for you, which is to track, communicate and
nurture all of that data without you needing to do anything
BUT only once the data has been moved from a small data
system (your old systems) into Lifesycle.
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THE SOLUTION
The solution to this problem is really just an administrational task. It may seem like a
hassle, but actually doing this task properly will be one of the most valuable exercises
your company has ever undertaken.
Because of this try to remain focused and do not dismiss this as a low priority. Whilst
certain data can be imported into Lifesycle, the solution for old valuations is different
and you will want to manually recreate each of these valuations inside Lifesycle,
creating a brand new web based market appraisal report for each potential client and
sending each of them an email explaining why you have done this.
Once this administrative task has been completed you will no doubt have some
unsubscribes, you may even have some immediate new business, but you will 100%
definitely have the beginnings of a multi-million pound big data system.

2 WHAT?
GENERAL OVERVIEW
AND DESCRIPTION
OF WHAT YOU WILL DO
The task that needs to be completed is for you to export all
of your past valuations from your old estate agency software
going back as far as possible in time. Don’t worry that you
may not have spoken to some of these people for many
years, we will solve this in the “How” steps below. The main
information that we need for each valuation is:

The contact details
The property details
The date the original valuation took place

Once you have this you can then start the process of
entering these into Lifesycle as market appraisals and
sending each vendor or landlord an email explaining what
we have done and why.

3 HOW?
Step 1
Create an export into excel of all of your previous market appraisals that have been
entered into your old estate agency software going back as far as possible in time.

Step 2
Cleanse the data, by looking over it and removing any properties that you can
remember that you or another agent went on to sell. It doesn’t matter if you miss
some. Also remove any contacts that you would prefer not to work with again.

Step 3
Starting from the most recent and working backwards in time, start adding any market
appraisals that are not currently on the Lifesycle system. It is very important to try and put
the approximate correct date that the original market appraisal took place.

Step 4
When adding the valuation price make sure it is based on today’s market prices
and not the valuation price you provided on the original appraisal.

Add the most recent appraisals and work backwards

Update the appraisal with the correct status

Give the new appraisal today’s market price but the original presentation date
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